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If X is a topological space, let Dx denote the subset of XXX con-

sisting of the set of all points of the form (x, x), where xEX. Then

the deleted product space, X*, of X is the space XXX — Dx with the

relative topology. The purpose of this note is to prove the following

theorem.

Theorem. Let Z denote the group of integers. If X is a finite, n-

dimensional polyhedron such that Hn(X, Z) =0, then H2„(X*, Z) = 0.

If X is a finite polyhedron, let

P(X*) = U {r X s | r and j are simplexes of X and r i~\ s = 0}.

It is shown in [l] that if X is a finite polyhedron, then there is a

deformation retraction of X* onto P(X*). If A" is a finite polyhedron,

let X' = U {r Xs\ r and 5 are faces of simplexes r' and s' of X such that

rT\s'*0}.

Lemma. If X is a finite, n-dimensional polyhedron, then P(X*)r\X'

has dimension ¿ 2 w — 1.

Proof. Let <r be a cell of P(X*)C\X'. Since o is a cell of P(X*),

ff = rXs, where r and s are simplexes of X such that rC\s = 0. Since

a is a cell of X', r and s are faces of simplexes r' and s' such that

r'C\sl7i0. Therefore, either r is a proper face of r' or s is a proper

face of s'. Hence rXs has dimension g2w —1.

Proof of the Theorem. Now (XXX; P(X*), X') is a proper

triad. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of this proper triad.

<- H2n(P(X*), Z) + H2n(X', Z) «- H2n(P(X*) r\ X', Z)*- 0

• • -*-HuiXXX,Z).

By the lemma, H2n(P(X*)r\X', Z) = 0, and H2n(XxX, Z) =0 by the
Kiinneth formula. Therefore, by exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris

sequence, H2n(P(X*), Z)=0.
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